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 In 1941 the military used dehydration for many of their meals, including potatoes. Fast forward 
to 1951, a group of local potato growers from Lewisville, Idaho saw this as an opportunity to make a 
higher quality product, which we know today as the Idahoan brand. Five years later, they developed 
an innovative method of dehydrating the potatoes that preserves their natural flavor and texture 
which is now known as Idahoan buttery homestyle.

 As a result of the recent pandemic, Idahoan’s household market share has dramatically increased. 
A new goal is to maintain the same progress and retain it’s new and current customers with the same 
quality. 

 Throughout this campaign we will deepen Idahoan’s relationship with its customers by posting  
more frequently to social media. We will also teach the public how mashed potatoes are the best side 
dish through non-traditional advertising, radio advertising, and digital marketing. We are confident 
that we can help Idahoan achieve their goals of maintaining its current customers and expanding its 
presence in the side dish industry.
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Overview & Client History

 Idahoan was founded in the great state of Idaho. A group of local Lewisville, Idaho potato 
growers decided to join forces and start making dehydrated potatoes. Today, the corporate office is 
located in Idaho Falls, Idaho. There are three plants located in Rupert, Lewisville, and Idaho Falls. 
 
 Idahoan is committed to valuing its people, staying in front of the charge, delighting their 
customers, and maintaining the quality of their products. The company has grown to become one 
of the top five suppliers of ready-to-make side dishes, with a 90% market share of flavored mashed 
potatoes. They steadily have an overall general satisfaction of around 3.3 – 4.8 stars on various review 
forums/blogs. Idahoan’s main product line is flavored mashed potatoes in a pouch –with flavors such 
as Buttery Homestyle, Four Cheese, and Roasted Garlic. Over the years, Idahoan has broadened their 
product line, adding flavors such as Loaded Baked, Baby Reds, Bacon, and others. In addition to the 
main product line of flavored mashed potatoes, Idahoan has launched other potato-based products 
including Hearty Soups.

 

 
 Past and Current Advertising

 Over the years, Idahoan has developed many forms of research to back its products. Potatoes 
are a large part of the American diet due to their versatile dish options. In a 2009 National Survey, 
potatoes were revealed to be America’s favorite vegetable, and they make it to their plate on average 
two days per week and more.

 Idahoan focuses their growth by consumer retention, consumer acquisition, cleaner ingredients, 
and product innovation which have all been continuously improving. In the past year 2019, Idahoan 
has increased its market share to 90% in the flavored mash category. 

 Idahoan has categorized its target audiences according to their household penetration plan and 
is shifting their investment towards retaining their consumers. Along with their focus on customer 
retention, they have launched directly to consumer sales on their site which has had a large spike in 
new household users. Idahoan has had several successful marketing plans in recent years that have 
increased its reach, penetration, and ROI. 

 Idahoan has boosted its DTC sales on its online website. A large part of its strong online company 
presence is attributed to its shared recipes. The shared recipes on the company website and promoted 
on their social media accounts create opportunities for consumers to creatively incorporate Idahoan 
into their meals.
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 Idahoan’s social media presence on Instagram consists of occasional posts and stories however, 
in comparison to competitive brands they are not as popular. Idahoan has several commercials 
distributed each year that circulates high impressions of 1.1K views to 543K views on YouTube. 

Main Competitors

 In the packaged mashed potatoes category, Idahoan’s nearest competitor is Betty Crocker. This 
is mainly due to Betty Crocker being an established brand in other categories. They boast the same 
natural ingredients and flavors as Idahoan. While their main product line isn’t mashed potatoes, it’s 
still a big seller and a viable competitor to Idahoan.
In the packaged side dish category, Idahoan places in the top 5 in household penetration. Their largest 
competitors are Del Monte with vegetables, Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, Knorr, and Bush’s. This 
sector is very competitive and other brands cannot be overlooked such as Rice-a-Roni, Uncle Ben’s, 
and Stove Top.

Busiest and slowest times

 Aside from the expected rise in sales during the holiday season, Idahoan enjoys rather steady 
sales throughout the year. Sales of Idahoan packaged mashed potatoes has also consistently increased 
since 2004. With the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an over 70% increase in e-commerce sales 
this past March and April. Idahoan is looking to retain its new customers through new advertising 
and public relations avenues.

Promotional activities

 Idahoan regularly promotes their products at sporting events in order to increase household 
penetration in specific markets.

 In a 2-day NASCAR event in Martinsville, Virginia,  Idahoan handed out 4,050 cups of mashed 
potatoes, distributed 10,000 promotional items, and had a 18.3% redemption rate on the coupons. 
In Wisconsin, Idahoan was present for a similar event at Lambeau Field over 4 home games for the 
Green Bay Packers. Idahoan handed out 6,500 samples, distributed 2,000 promotional items, handed 
out 3,200 coupons, and had a 17.9% redemption rate on the coupons.
 
 To increase awareness in local supermarkets, Idahoan has worked with Albertsons on a cross-
promotional offer of “buy 10 Idahoan pouches and get a FREE rotisserie chicken” over four days. This 
cross-promotion marketing plan had 93,361 impressions and an 8% redemption rate with a 155%-unit 
lift.
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Strengths:

• Idahoan is a large company with small company values
• Idahoan has a 90% market share of the flavored mashed 
potato market 
• All-natural products appeal to health-conscious consumers
• Due to the increase of sales during the pandemic, Idahoan 
now has a  flavored mashed potato household penetration of 
25%
• Product’s low price appeals to budget-conscious consumers
• Superior processing ensures a better texture and flavor 
than competitors

Weaknesses:

• Dehydrated potatoes are generally perceived to be artificial, 
fake, and low-quality
• Americans perceive mashed potatoes as a side dish that 
only goes with certain types of meals
• In the side dish market Idahoan’s brand name recognition 
is not as strong as other older competitors
• In the side dish market Idahoan’s presence on social media 
platforms is low compared to other older competitors

Opportunities:

• Idahoan has potential to increase its share in the 
entire side dish market.
• Idahoan has potential to retain the new customers that 
have recently purchased and discovered their products 
in 2020.
• Idahoan can increase its brand recognition to help 
differentiate it from low quality dehydrated potatoes
• Idahoan has potential to expand its social media 
presence to engage with their target audience.

Threats:

• Idahoan’s flavored mashed potato household penetration 
may decrease as quarantine restrictions lessen.
• Without expanding into the overall side dish market, 
Idahoan will not be able to expand as effectively. They must 
be able to expand into other markets since they own 90% of 
the flavored mashed potato market.
• Idahoan depends solely on Idaho farmers for their goods.

All data in this section comes from Idahoan’s internal research and our own secondary research. References can be found in the appendix.10 11



 To determine the target audience our team researched individuals that purchased and used 
packaged instant potatoes consistently.  Within this category, we analyzed the basic demographic 
and psychographics of individuals that use Idahoan specifically, as well as their competitors. Since 
Idahoan already has a specific audience that they sell to, we used our secondary research to further 
confirm and narrow down the best target audience for our client and campaign.

 Based on our research from MRI, we found that most of the demographics and psychographics 
matched up to the information Idahoan gave us. Our target audience is very similar to the current 
target audience that Idahoan sells to. Our research, however, allowed us to find who we should 
specifically target. While Idahoan targets general families, we chose to specifically target female 
mothers. The reason why we felt it would be best to target a specific gender rather than general 
families is because of the high population to index numbers. Our research from MRI and Mintel 
shows that females are more likely to buy packaged instant potatoes.

Target Audience Bio  

 The potential customer of Idahoan Foods is a white American woman in her mid-30’s to mid-
60’s. She graduated from high school and works full time in mainly blue-collar jobs. Her household 
income is around $50-99,000. She is married with two to three kids, ages 12-17. She lives in the South 
Atlantic area in rural/suburban neighborhoods. Her hobbies include spending time on social media, 
watching tv shows with her family, and reading magazines. She works a lot and spends most of her 
free time watching tv shows such as the Food Network or streaming tv shows online. She most likely 
will be watching food tv shows. She enjoys going on social media such as Facebook and Instagram to 
keep herself updated with Hollywood news. She subscribes to magazines such as Better Homes and 
Garden and enjoys reading it when she is not busy. 
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Target Audience Index Numbers

Population(000)
Women - Population: 128,718 | Index: 106
White: Population - 186,114 | Index - 106
Graduated High School - Population: 71,543 | Index: 123
Ages 35-44 -  Population: 40,531 | Index 109
Married : Population - 131, 495 | Index - 100 
Children Ages 12-17: Population - 39,854 | Index - 101 
Other Employed Occupation: Population - 47,617 | Index - 102 
Annual Income : $50,000 - $59,999 : Population - 17,881 | Index - 100
Annual Income :$60,000 - $74,999 : Population - 24,407 | Index - 114 
South : Population - 94,643 | Index - 105
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 For our primary research, our marketing and research team put together a survey to understand 
our consumer’s buying behavior for side dishes. The survey is comprised of a total 14 questions. (See 
Appendix) These questions range from basic demographic questions to consumer behavior questions. 
This survey was put out in the Rexburg, Idaho area. We got a total of 33 surveys completed. Most 
of the surveys were completed by women ages 25-44. These women have an average annual salary 
of around $25,000-$99,000. Our research compared general side dish familiarity, price, taste, and 
convenience to those of Idahoan.

Results of Primary Research Survey

 Based on our surveys we found that 
Idahoan’s biggest competitor in the side dish 
category is Rice a Roni. Most individuals that 
took part in the survey were familiar with 
Idahoan. Our survey indicated that married 
individuals were more likely to be satisfied 
with Idahoan products. Married individuals 
were moderately satisfied with the quality 
of ingredients and how easy it was to find 
in the store. Individuals that participated in 
the survey stated that they were extremely 
satisfied with the taste. 

See Appendix for further findings.16 17



 The secondary research has been the foundation of our campaign’s marketing and advertising 
goals along with our media execution and the big idea for our creative work. We were able to receive 
amazing data from Idahoan through their own research. However, we wanted to conduct further 
research beyond what Idahoan provided with its primary marketing, e-commerce, and company 
research.

 Mediamark was a critical database we used to support our target audience and media execution. 
We were able to study the packaged potato category to better understand the target audience and 
how to maintain this retention. We were also able to study the side dish category to better understand 
how we can expand and advance into this market share. Along with Mediamark, we were able to use 
Mintel, other databases, and media sites to back up our objectives and goals.

“We will position Idahoan as the best natural side 
dish for American families to enjoy at home.”

 
 We chose to position Idahoan as “the best natural side dish for American families to enjoy at 
home” because it highlights the strengths and advantages Idahoan has over other side dishes. Taste 
and nutritional value are two of the top priorities of our consumer’s buying decision. Positioning 
Idahoan as the best natural side dish allows us to reinforce Idahoan’s strength of offering both a 
variety of quality flavors, as well as nutritional value that enhances family meals.

 Idahoan is a brand that dominates the market. Our current positioning statement best supports 
and reinforces Idahoan’s market strength, and helps put Idahoan at the forefront of our consumers’ 
minds. In addition, it helps achieve both marketing goals of retaining customers and helping to 
increase market share in the side dish category.
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Marketing Objectives - Goals from Idahoan 

Retain new customers 
To be able to retain customers gained during the record-breaking season this past 
spring. To be able to retain loyal customers and to make sure they continue to be 
engaging with the brand.

Increase market share in the side dish market
Idahoan dominates 90% of the market for the flavored mashed potato category. To 
continue to grow sales, their overall share of the side dish market must increase.

Media Selected

National Syndication
National Radio - Morning Drive
National Radio - Daytime
National Radio - Evening Drive
Public Relations
Email Marketing 

 

Magazines - Women’s
Ad Networks - Demo Targeted - Banner Ads
Video Networks - Youtube
Publisher Video Sites - Streaming Services
Social - Facebook and Instagram

Strategy

 To obtain our main marketing and advertising goals It was important to recognize 
our target audience when selecting the various media, we would advertise on. Based on 
our research, the target audience of packaged potato users are women in their mid-30’s 
to mid-’50s who favor and view select media channels on television, radio, magazines, 
websites, and social media. We decided to base our 12-month campaign on a national 
pulsing plan which will begin in September 2020 and end by September 2021. This 
pulsing plan will allow us to incorporate a combination of will allow us to allocate the 
entire $10,000,000 budget to achieve the desired reach and frequency with the media we 
have chosen. 
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 We have selected the months September 2020, November 2020, April 2021, and August 2021 
as the peak months to push harder with our media. By increasing the radio budget and releasing 
magazine spreads during these months we hope to increase brand awareness for Idahoan. This media 
schedule is based on the idea that Idahoan is competing for the side dish market. The side dish market 
is a constant market filled with many products and companies alternating throughout the year. For 
Idahoan to maintain and increase the share of market consumers need to be reminded throughout the 
year on a national level.

 November is the month of Thanksgiving and potatoes are a large part of the iconic Thanksgiving 
dinner, along with that we will be increasing our PR budget for our special PR campaign during this 
month. As a result of this pulsing plan, we have been able to allocate the entire $10,000,000 budget to 
reach the greatest potential of a 2106 GRPS with the media we have chosen. The 4 peak months have 
an expected reach of 73.7 and an average frequency of 3.1 with a 227 GRPS. The remainder of the 8 
months throughout the year-long campaign has been evenly allocated to receive an expected reach of 
59.0 and an average frequency of 2.5 with a 149 GRPS. 

• Position Idahoan as the best side dish for American Families to enjoy, by informing 
consumers of naturalness in the product through advertising. 

• Generate reputation as the brand that offers quality “home-cooked” family meals by 
creating a family-oriented tone of advertising around products. 

• Focus on keeping the advertising messages feel good, warm, and homey. 

• Retain and re-ensure consumers that already use and prefer Idahoan side dishes through 
engagement on social media and direct mail. 

• Promote engagement and build a relationship with consumers through promotions, 
contests, raffles, and giveaways. 
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Media Objectives
Digital Banner Ads

 Digital banner ads are a primary form of advertising on the internet which is based on a CPM 
rate and dependent on the targeted sides that it is displayed. To achieve the advertising and objectives 
which is to continue to retain consumers we will focus on the following websites to best reach our 
target audience who largely use these sites: The digital banner ads are included in the 12-month, 
pulsing plan for the digital national portion of the media budget. During the peak months: September 
2020, November 2020, April 2021, and August 2021 we will allocate $28,000 a month into these digital 
banner ads to really emphasize the brand awareness and recall we are aiming to achieve. During the 
peak months, the banner ads on the target sites will have a reach/frequency:4.5/1.1.  In comparison to 
the peak months, the remaining months of the 12-month campaign will have $12,000 allocated each 
month to achieve continuous brand recall. During the remaining months, the banner ads will have a 
reach/frequency: 2.0/1.0. Overall, $208,000 will be budgeted into digital banner ads which are expected 
to have a GRPS of 36 for the entire campaign. 

 There is a large population ranging from 9.9 - 42 million viewers that are in our target audience 
on these targeted websites which the ads will be displayed on. Targeted ads and networks work best 
to deliver the message and branding of Idahoan with websites we’ve been able to find the best success 
within our target audience. These websites will be able to deliver the ads more efficiently and will be 
reliable to analyze.

Email Marketing

 Email marketing will be a great way to take advantage of direct marketing by personalizing 
messages to individuals and to gain a better understanding of the prospects of the audience with their 
demographics, psychographics, and purchasing patterns. This will be a great tool to send out monthly 
messages through email newsletters to update subscribers and consumers with upcoming deals and 
promotions. Email marketing is found in other national in the budget and is expected to take a very 
low amount of the budget because it only requires a database of the consumers and the creation of a 
newsletter which we have designed a template for.

Streaming Services

 We recommend using streaming services year-round. We recommend allocating $1,381,600 out of 
our budget. We chose to use streaming services instead of TV because the index numbers determined 
we could get a better value for the money spent. Based on our research we felt that video would be 
a good opportunity that the client can explore. We wanted to look into other alternative options that 
can reach our audience in a similar platform to TV. Our research showed that streaming services are a 
good platform to utilize for our target audience. Streaming services are becoming more popular and 
this could be an opportunity to connect and reach our current consumers. This platform is relatively 
cheaper and can help us reach our current audience. We have found certain streaming services that 
prove to be effective as it has a high population and index numbers.
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Radio

 Radio is a strong traditional platform that will be beneficial for this particular national market. It 
will be an effective way to reach the active listeners on the radio in a broader market with a 30-second 
ad. Radio will be a significant part of our media plan and will consume in total $4,678,700 of our budget 
between national syndication, radio-morning drive time, radio-daytime, and radio-evening time. 

These are the timings that will be most successful:
Weekend 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM – Population: 113,259 | Index: 102
Weekday 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM – Population: 103,413 | Index: 101

 There is a lot of potential found in the radio times that aren’t supported as strongly with our 
index numbers however, in our media planning we discovered that the different radio times such 
as radio-morning time, radio-evening time and national syndication will significantly increase the 
reach and frequency of Idahoans advertisements. The results strongly support our goals of making 
Idahoan a household name and continue to retain that as we deliver these messages with our radio 
advertisements.

 In the peak months of the campaign, we will hit hard on radio because of the large benefits that will 
increase the reach and frequency needed to achieve our desired goals. We will allocate the following 
budget into the different segments in radio: national syndication - $818,400, net radio-morning drive - 
$1,349,400, net radio-daytime - $1,495,200, net radio-evening drive - $1,015,700.With the large variety 
of radio stations, our research has found that these are the best radio formats to advertise with our 
demographic of women ages 25-54.

Social Media

 Social media posts and sponsored (boosted) ads will be executed with a budget of $2,560,000 
for the entire 12-month campaign. Social media advertising is an extremely cost-effective method of 
gaining reach and frequency, which are key in retaining existing customers and appearing on the 
screens of potential customers. Social media ads are highly customizable by adjusting factors such 
as locations, demographics, interests, behaviors, and lookalike audiences. Facebook, Instagram, and 
YouTube will be our top three recommendations for launching ads. Each of these platforms operates 
on a budgeting system so numbers can be adjusted to the goals for reach and frequency. We have 
included index numbers retrieved from Media Mark, which also shows us the populations of each 
of the following platforms. We have decided to exclude other traditional forms of media advertising 
such as T.V. commercials and Outdoor/Billboard in order to promote a new approach of advertising 
that Idahoan has not maximized in the past.

 We will be utilizing the use of hashtags as part of our social media strategy to increase reach 
and impressions. Hashtags such as #familymeal, #comfortfood, #goodfood, and #mashedpotatoes 
have been consistently used in competitor brands’ social media posts. We want to incorporate short 
but simple hashtags to help us get on the Discover pages on Instagram where consumers would 
have increased opportunities to see our ads and posts. We will include the use of the following 
hashtags: #comfortfood, #familymeal, #mashedpotatoes, #goodfood, #dinnerisserved. We will also 
be using the hashtags #makeeverymealafavorite for the course of the entire 12-month campaign, and 
#thegivingpotato for our Thanksgiving promotion partnered with Feeding America.
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Magazine

 We recommend using magazines during peak months in our year-long schedule. We will be 
allocating around $908,400 from the budget. According to our research, magazines prove to be a good 
way to reach our specific target audience. We feel that it would be best to use national magazines to 
hit hard during certain months to retain consumers. This is supported by the index numbers found 
on MRI. Using magazines will allow us to reach the right people and have a good frequency. This will 
help us achieve our goal of retaining current customers, as well as reaching new ones.

Regular Months Goals 
Reach: 60 
Frequency: 2.5

Media Goals

Peak Months Goals
Reach: 70 
Frequency: 3.5

Digital Banner Ads
ABC – Population : 14,289 | Index : 108
AccuWeather – Population : 42,828 | Index : 104  
Answers.com/Wiki – Population : 9,984 | Index : 112
CBS – Population : 15,333 | Index : 107 

Streaming Services:
HBO - Population : 46,639 | Index :109
Showtime - Population : 46,639 | Index : 110
Starz - Population : 21,387 | Index : 108

Magazine
People magazine – Population : 33,832  | Index : 106
News and Entertainment Weeklies – Population: 62,080 | Index: 105
Home Service – Population : 64,915 | Index : 105

Radio
 Alternative
Top 40
Urban
Adult Contemporary

Social Media:
Facebook – Population : 161,448 | Index : 105
YouTube – Population :130,765 | Index : 103
 Instagram – Population : 81,268 | Index : 102
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Big Idea Statement

Idahoan Potatoes are the most exciting part of your family’s meal. If you’ve got those,  
everything else becomes an afterthought.

Justification

 The big idea features Idahoan as the best part of the meal. Everyone in the family is so excited 
about having Idahoan mashed potatoes as part of their meal, that everything else seems to fade into 
the background. The idea is anchored in Idahoan’s ability to make any family meal a favorite. If they 
have Idahoan, it’s going to be a great meal.

 This idea will help fulfill Idahoan’s marketing objective of retaining new customers by keeping 
them excited to try new Idahoan products. As new customers engage with content about Idahoan 
potatoes making every meal a favorite, they will want to experiment with including them in more 
of their own meals. The idea will permeate through all selected media so that new customers will 
experience continued engagement. The idea will also achieve the objective of becoming the natural 
side dish of choice for American families by creating a narrative of families using Idahoan potatoes 
as the most exciting part of their meal. The big idea is versatile in that it allows us to tell a consistent 
story across all kinds of media.
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Execution
 
will highlight all kinds of American families that are excited about their meal because Idahoan 
is a part of it. It will also highlight the meals themselves, where the Idahoan potatoes are given 
the spotlight.

 Along with forming this narrative, creative material will highlight the different flavors 
of Idahoan packaged potatoes as the side dish that makes any meal perfect in flavor and 
nutritional value.  We will visually and audibly showcase the natural ingredients in the 
mashed potatoes (e.g. Maplewood bacon, real cheese, etc.) as being practically a meal within 
themselves.

 Each advertisement will convey the feeling you get when you are with your family 
enjoying the perfect meal.

Creative explanations
 The purpose of the creative strategy was to enforce the big idea that Idahoan flavored 
mashed potatoes are the best side dish to make any meal a favorite. This needed to match the 
overall tone and message of Idahoan Foods as an overall brand of all-natural ingredients made 
from real Idaho potatoes, yet still maintain the flavored mashed potatoes as a separate product 
line that is quick and easy and full of flavor. The visual and copywriting strategies needed to 
include this as well as express the need to have Idahoan in order to have the perfect meal.

Visual strategy
• Idahoan’s use of earth tones to represent the natural ingredients used.
• Consistent use of Idahoan brand identity
• Regular use of product packaging and logos
• Idahoan is proportionally larger and more visually appealing than other items on the plate.
• Families that are excited and enjoying Idahoan mashed potatoes.
• Repurposing of media for use in different channels for more frequency to raise awareness

Copywriting strategy
• Reference to all-natural and real potatoes.
• Reference to quick and easy.
• Reference to Idahoan as a brand.
• Consistent use of the tagline: “Make every meal a favorite.”
• Consistent use of phrases such as “seasoned to perfection”, “homemade goodness”, and 
that everything else is an afterthought.
• Consistent use of positive words and phrases that express enjoyment at eating Idahoan.

Overall tone and approach
 To match the message of excitement at eating Idahoan mashed potatoes, we wanted to 
make sure that we had a consistent tone of “fun and family meal” across all media channels. 
However, it was important that this message never became overly silly or ridiculous. We 
wanted to show a naturalness to the situations that matched the message of the product 
being natural. We adapted the delivery of the message to each media channel so as to best 
utilize the overall tone of that channel.
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Magazine

 The magazine titles chosen demanded a 
less humorous approach and a more homemade 
goodness look and feel to the message. For this 
reason, we decided to place more emphasis 
on the potatoes making any meal perfect. We 
worked to visually make the Idahoan mashed 
potatoes the best thing on the plate.
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 To reinforce the story and message, we adapted the television ad to the radio, making slight changes 
to the dialogue and adding sound effects to increase the dramatic feel. The Thanksgiving message is 
similar, in that we show that Thanksgiving is saved when someone brings Idahoan mashed potatoes to 

the family dinner.

Idahoan Mashed Potatoes 
Radio 30
The Burnt Chicken
Mother: (Gasp) Oh No! No! No! No! 
SFX: Oven door opens. Mother starts coughing. The smoke detector 
goes off. Sound of chicken put on counter and oven door closing. The 
smoke detector goes off.
Mother: No! No! 
SFX: Kids come running into room. 
Mother: Help me turn this smoke detector off.
SFX: Sounds of towels fanning. Smoke detector stops.
Kid #1: What happened mommy?
Mother: It’s burnt. Dinner is ruined.
Kid #1: (Almost sad) Are the potatoes okay?
Mother: Yes, they are.
Music: Happy music
Kid #1: Great. (pause) Come on, let’s eat.
Music/SFX: Continues. Sound of happy children and people eating.
Voice Over: Idahoan Mashed Potatoes are made with 100% all-natural 
Idaho potatoes seasoned to perfection for that homemade goodness that 
makes anything else on the plate seem unimportant.
Idahoan. Make every meal a favorite.
Music: Up and out

Idahoan Mashed Potatoes
Radio 30
Thanksgiving is saved
SFX: Doorbell. Door opening. People greeting each other. 
Mother: I’m so glad you could make it dear. Happy Thanksgiving.
Son: It’s good to be home. We brought some stuffing. 
Mother: Thank you dear.
SFX: Doorbell. Door opens.
Sister: Happy Thanksgiving, Mom. Here. We brought some stuffing.
Mother: (Laughs) Well, we’ve certainly got enough side dishes.
Kid #1: (Almost sad) Do we have mashed potatoes?
Music/SFX: Gloomy, doomsday sound effect or music.
Adults: Uhhhhhh….
SFX: Doorbell. Door opens.
Uncle: Happy Thanksgiving everyone. Sorry we’re late. We brought 
mashed potatoes.
Music/SFX: Happy music. People laughing and eating.
Voice Over: Create delicious Thanksgiving memories this year with 
Idahoan Mashed Potatoes. Made with 100% all-natural Idaho potatoes 
seasoned to perfection for that homemade goodness every family loves.
Idahoan. Make every meal a favorite.
Music: Up and out

These banner ads will appear on targeted 
websites. They reflect the big idea and are 
designed to increase brand awareness.
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This will be the welcome letter for newly 
subscribed customers. Included are links to 
social media accounts and a welcome coupon.
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Facebook
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Social media organic

 Posting organically to social media requires a different approach than paid advertising. The 
audience of the organic posts are already customers loyal enough to follow the brand on a social 
media channel. They do not need to be “sold” on the product. For this reason, the aim of our organic 
posts was to engage the audience and spark a conversation with them. The images were meant to 
reinforce the message of the posts, such as a question we asked or a comment we made. The main 
objective of the posts was to get our audience talking about Idahoan, which further connects them to 
the brand.

Social media paid

 The main objective of the paid advertising was to get the audience to visit the online store of 
Idahoan, but first, we had to get them to notice the ad and stop to look at it.  Once we had their 
attention, we used enticing copy to motivate them to click on the link and take advantage of a special 
offer.

C
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Video and Streaming

 Using the streaming 
networks and YouTube 
Ads, we wanted to get 
people’s attention with a 
fun message they could 
laugh at, but still get 
them thinking about the 
perfect side dish to make 
the perfect meal. Having 
the idea of a burnt chicken 
was a way to show that 
the meal was only ruined 
if the mashed potatoes 
were. Everything is fine 
as long as the family gets 
their Idahoan mashed 

potatoes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2RsKA2EuPo

Video
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“The Golden Potato” 

 Through the spring months beginning in February and ending in 
April, select Idahoan packages and boxes will be promoted with golden 
potato tickets. These golden tickets, as shown from the visuals, will have 
a congratulatory message with a special code that customers can input at 
the designated webpage (www.idahoan.com/golden) for a chance to win a 
prize. The front of the packages will have a banner to show the campaign, 
the directions will be on the tickets to input the code onto the website URL 
specific for the campaign ad. One golden ticket will be inserted inside each of 
the Idahoan product packagings. There will be multiple small prize winners, 
and they will be awarded items such as a PS5 or Nintendo Switch, wireless 
headphones, camping gear, Idahoan swag, Idahoan products or coupons. 
There will be one grand prize winner, and the winning individual will receive 
four plane tickets to Boise to stay in the famous Potato Airbnb for two nights. 

Here is the link to view the Potato Airbnb

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/32011367?source_impression_id=p3_1594313661_
BG4XLgQFEz0W4qOC&guests=1&adults=1 

Planning the event

 Contact will be made with the Potato Airbnb host to finalize and receive permission of the grand 
prize-winning deal. The smaller prizes will be prepared during the month of February. During the 
month of May when all winners have been announced, the grand prize winner will have a 6-month 
period (from May 2021 forward) to determine the dates they would like to redeem the 2-night stay in 
the Potato Airbnb. We will need to communicate the logistics between the Potato Airbnb host and the 
winning guests of the grand prize. The small prize winners will be sent their prizes during the months 
of May through June, depending on shipping and delivery. 

Determine

 Select dates need to be determined to have small and grand prizes awarded on time. The best 
media platforms to use for this campaign will be Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. This will allow 
new customers to be interested in the product and returning customers to be more motivated to buy 
more Idahoan products for a chance to win. 
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 To reinforce the big idea that Idahoan makes any meal perfect and increase household penetration, 
we’ve joined together with Albertsons. We are offering customers a 2 ounce packet of Idahoan flavored 
mashed potatoes at a discounted price when they buy a rotisserie chicken from the Albertsons deli. 
This promotion could be applied to any meal, thus helping reinforce Idahoan potatoes are the favored 
side dish. 

Vending Machine Stand
#thegivingpotato

 This non-traditional 
campaign is combined with 
public relations and social 
media efforts. This campaign 
has been created in efforts to 
help increase the reputation of 
Idahoan and is aligned with 
Idahoan’s values of caring for 
people and their customers 
during the Thanksgiving 
Season. 
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 Idahoan will partner with Feeding America, a non-profit organization that focuses on helping 
feed communities in need throughout the U.S. This campaign will run for approximately 30 days, for 
the entire month of November. Advertisements for this campaign will begin during the last week of 
October and end on the last day of November. 

 Customers will find cardboard “vending machine” stands set up in the center of the walkways 
leading to the aisles of canned foods, packaged meals, and instant foods. A variety of Idahoan 
products will be found on the stand, such as the Flavored Mash, Homestyle Casseroles, Hearty Soups, 
Microwavable On-The-Go, Original Mashed, and the Family Sized Mash Potatoes. When customers 
take a selfie photo with the stand and post it on either Facebook or Instagram, tagging @Idahoan 
using the hashtag #thegivingpotato, Idahoan will donate $1.00 to Feeding America. From customer 
purchases, 10% of the price of all Idahoan products will be donated to Feeding America.

 The vending machine stand was altered to a cardboard stand instead of installing vending 
machines in local grocery stores across the nation, which would be costly and complex to set up and 
maintain such machines. Grocery stores will receive a package from Idahoan with the pieces and 
instructions of setting up the cardboard stand. Later, the stands can be recycled when discarded after 
the campaign has ended.

 Idahoan is a big company with small town values. Integrity, 
Innovation, delighting the customer, and quality are at the heart of 
everything that they do. Idahoan not only has superior technology, but 
also strives to have a positive relationship with everyone with which 
they interact. Their focus on quality has made them the favorite choice 
of dehydrated potatoes to customers in America and beyond. Now as 
their popularity has spread during recent events, they seek to retain those 
customers who are trying them for the first time.
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 The Something Good agency has strove to understand what makes Idahoan, Idahoan. 
Over the course of the semester, we have found that Idahoan has a unique way of bringing 
together families at mealtimes through tasty and heart-warming meals. We took these traits 
and incorporated them into our creative design. Each ad is tailored to incorporate feelings of 
closeness to family and cravings for good food.

 We have also showcased the versatility of mashed potatoes as a side dish by placing 
them next to different main courses in each ad. While presentation is important, one of 
the main goals of this campaign is to nurture the relationship between new customers 
and Idahoan. To do this we have created compelling social media posts to encourage 
engagement and have implemented competitions to foster a sense of community and play.

 Idahoan believes in treating its employees and customers with the utmost respect and 
kindness. To help others see this side of Idahoan, we created a public relations campaign 
where customers and Idahoan work together to give back to families in need. The Giving 
Potato event will help Idahoan do what Idahoan does best, bring smiles to families around 
the dinner table.

 We at the Something Good agency are ready and eager to help you put these plans 
into motion. We are a talented group of students who are skilled in research, public 
relations, and creative design. As you have taken time to review the material in this book, 
we hope that you have seen how much hard work and study has gone into this campaign. 
We are here to work for you and to help the world see how great Idahoan potatoes really 
are. Are you ready to work with us?
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Bradley Bridge is from Germantown, Maryland and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in advertising. He is not only our diligent 
Agency Manager, but also enjoys hiking, snowboarding, and playing 
basketball. When he is not at work, he is often found watching Seattle sports.

Benjamin Greenwood is from Maple Valley, Washington, and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in advertising. He is the art director of 
our agency. His passion is all types of photography but he loves product 
photography the most. Not only does he take stunning pictures, but he also 
enjoys videography and sports. 

Craig Mumford is from Bruchsal, Germany and is studying Communication 
with an emphasis in advertising. He has lived in 4 different countries and 7 
of the 50 United States. This semester he has been working as our Creative 
Director.

Stephen Austin Westbury is from Williamsburg, Virginia, and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in Advertising. He loves to work out 
and to stay active every day. This semester he has worked as our account 
executive.

Angela Sumang is from Kobe, Japan, and is studying Communication with 
an emphasis in advertising. She enjoys photography, videography, and 
reading about politics. This semester she worked as our Account Planner/
Researcher.

Zane Jackson is from Livermore, California, and is studying Communication 
with an emphasis in advertising. He is our Assistant Account Executive and 
enjoys participating competitive Disc Golf Leagues.
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Mana Osborne is from Tampa, Florida and is studying Communication with 
an emphasis in advertising. She has served as our Media Director and enjoys 
going on road trips with scenic views and sewing clothes.

Jodi Henderson is from Bakersfield, California and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in public relations. She enjoys playing 
sports and taking beautiful newborn pictures. This semester she has been 
working as our Public Relations Director.

Jina Bombasi is from Toronto, Canada and is studying Communication with 
an emphasis in advertising. She is currently our Social Media Marketing 
Specialist, which is appropriate seeing as she also runs a blog on sustainable 
fashion. 

Michael Boyack is from Huntington Beach, California, and is studying 
Communications with an emphasis in advertising. He has been working 
as our copywriter this semester. He enjoys anything to do with the ocean, 
especially surfing and diving.

Alberto Vazquez is from Pleasant Hill, California, and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in advertising. This semester he has been 
working as one of our creatives. In his spare time, he enjoys playing sports 
and spending time with his family.

Priscilla Custodio is from Arequipa, Peru, and is studying Communication 
with an emphasis in advertising. She loves to travel and visit new places. She 
also enjoys taking part of her day to create designs and play videogames. She 
has worked tirelessly as our designer this semester. 
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Stephen Bannister is from Riverside, California and is studying 
Communication with an emphasis in advertising and videography. He is one 
of the creatives on our team. Stephen enjoys drawing and creating concepts 
for videos or ads, but most of all he loves living in Idaho to stay close to 
family. He makes hiking R mountain often a priority and loves to spend time 
with the best influences. 

The contents and idea in this presentation are the intellectual property of 
the students who created it and Brigham Young- Idaho. The use of any of 
these ideas or concepts without the written permission of the students and               

BYU-Idaho is strictly prohibited. 

Kaylee Washburn is from Willard, Utah and is studying Communication with 
an emphasis in advertising. She is currently our Traffic manager and enjoys 
teaching team-building exercises through fire breathing on the weekends.

Appendix
 Throughout this campaign both primary and secondary research was completed. Our team 
conducted a survey to help determine where Idahoan currently ranks in the side dish market. 
Secondary research was done through a multitude of resources. We reviewed and studied the research 
that Idahoan has done on its current target audience. We completed research through mintel and 
Mediamark to learn more about the habits and behaviors of the current target audience. Due to our 
agency signing the nondisclosure agreement, we have refrained from sharing any research that came 
directly from Idahoan.

Appendix References
 
Study: 2019 Spring GfK Reporter MRI
Category: Household Products – Food Products
Question: Packaged Instant Potatoes
 

Study: 2019 Spring GfK Reporter MRI
Category: Household Products – Food Products
Question: Packaged Dinners & Side Dishes (Mixes or Prepared)
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